
Pg Year States of matter    

  Know the  differences between solids, liquids and gases, in terms of ease 
of flow and maintenance of shape and volume 

   

  Know how to use simple particle theory to describe the arrangement of 
particles in solids, liquids and gases 

   

  Know the names given to these changes, i.e. melting, boiling, condensing, 
evaporating,  Freezing/solidifying; 

   

  Know that heating or cooling can cause a change of state    

  Know what happens when softening occurs    

  Know that freezing applies to water only    

  Know that water is found in all three states of matter    

  Know that water expands on freezing, causing pipes to burst and rocks to 
crack 

   

  Know how to compare different temperatures by feel and by the use of a 
thermometer;  

   

  Know how to read a thermometer scale including values below 0 ºC    

  Know  the boiling point and freezing point of water and the temperature of 
a healthy human 

   

  Know that temperature is a measure of how hot or cold things are    

  Know that  changes of state are reversible     

  Know the part played by evaporation and condensation in the water cycle    

  Know how to carry out simple experiments on evaporation and 
condensation; how these processes relate to the water cycle 

   

      

  Healthy Eating    

  Know what food   is needed for.    

  Know the names of the food groups needed for a balanced diet.    

  Know what these food groups do within the body    

  Know what a balanced diet is.    

  Know some tests for food groups    

  Know where the heart is and what it does.    

  Know how the heart is protected.    

  Know how blood goes around the body.    

  Know what a pulse rate is.    

  Know how a pulse rate is measured.    

  Know what happens to the pulse rate when you exercise.    

  Know how to draw graphs    

  Know why your pulse rate changes when you exercise.    

  Know  the effect of exercise on the body    

  Know what drugs and  medicines are and their effect on the body    

  Know some harmful effects of smoking.    

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      



Pg Year Space    

  Know the definition of a day    

  how day and night are related to the spin of the Earth on its own axis    

  Know the definition of a year    

  Know how many days there are in a year.    

  Know what an orbit is    

  Know why the Sun seems to move across the sky.    

  Why we get seasons     

  how the position of the Sun appears to change during the day, and how shadows change 

as this happens 

   

  Know how the sunset and sunrise times change during a year.    

  about practical examples relating to the apparent movement of the Sun, e.g. sundials    

  that the Sun, Earth and Moon are approximately spherical    

  Know what the Moon looks like.    

  Know how long the Moon takes for one orbit.    

  Why we get phases of the moon    

  Know why we always see the same side of the Moon.    

  Know the relative sizes of the Earth, Moon and Sun. and other planets    

  Know how far the Moon and the Sun are from the Earth. Along with the relative 

distances of the planets by demonstration on playing fields 

   

  Know why the Sun and the Moon look as if they are the same size.    

  How eclipses happen.    

      

  Sound    

  Know some loud and some quiet sounds.    

  Know how to make sounds louder or quieter    

  Know where we make sounds when we talk.    

  Know what is needed to make a sound.    

  How to describe a sound in terms of particles vibrating    

  Know what sound usually travels through when we hear it.    

  Know which things sound can travel through.    

  Know which materials sound travels through the fastest.    

  Know why some people need to wear ear muffs.    

  Know which materials are best at absorbing sound.    

  Know how sounds change with distance.    

  Know what ‘pitch’ means.    

  Know how frequency and pitch are linked    

  (Know how volume and amplitude are linked)    

  Know how to change the sound of a drum. (tautness of the skin)    

  Know how to change the sound of a guitar.    

  How the thickness of the string affects the note    

  How the tautness of the string affects the note    

  How the length of the string affects the note    

  Know what vibrates in wind instruments.    

  Know what affects the sound made by wind instruments.    

  Know how to change the sound a recorder or tin whistle makes.    

      

      

      

      

      

      

      



 

Pg Year Life Cycles    

  You should know/understand:    

      

  There are different stages in the lives of all living things    

  The different stages link together to form a life cycle    

  That a seed contains a tiny plant and a food store    

  Under the right/ideal conditions, a seed will germinate    

      

  That a mature plant produces flowers    

  That flowers are pollinated by insects and the wind    

  That fertilisation follows pollination    

  That seeds and fruits form after fertilisation    

      

  That seeds are dispersed to reduce competition between plants of the same species    

  Different ways in which seeds are dispersed    

      

  Some plants may have a short life cycle in which they produce a large number of seeds    

  Some plants have very long life cycles    

  Plants have ways of ensuring their seeds survive    


